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In simple magnetized toroidal plasmas, field-aligned blobs originate from ideal interchange waves
and propagate radially outward under the effect of ∇B and curvature induced E × B drifts. We
report on first experimental two-dimensional measurements of the field-aligned current associated
with blobs, whose ends terminate on a conducting limiter. A dipolar structure of the current
density is measured, which originates from ∇B and curvature induced polarization of the blob and
is consistent with sheath boundary conditions. The dipole is strongly asymmetric due to the non-
linear dependence of the current density at the sheath edge upon the floating potential. Furthermore,
we directly demonstrate the existence of two regimes, in which parallel currents to the sheath do or
do not significantly damp charge separation and thus blob radial velocity.

PACS numbers: 52.35.Ra, 52.35.Kt, 52.25.Fi

Filamentary current structures associated with inter-
mittent blobs and filaments, which propagate across mag-
netic fields, are observed in natural and laboratory plas-
mas. For example, satellites reveal current filaments
aligned with the Earth magnetic field [1], which are trans-
ported with ionospheric blobs. On RFX, a reversed field
pinch, insertable magnetic probes measured field aligned
currents associated with plasma blobs [2]. In tokamaks,
current structures associated with plasma filaments dur-
ing edge localized mode (ELMs) were measured using fast
imaging combined with external magnetic data on MAST
[3], reciprocating magnetic probe data in the Scrape Off
Layer (SOL) of ASDEX Upgrade [4] and JET tokamaks
[5], and filament modeling and comparison with external
coil data on DIII-D [6]. Although the field-aligned nature
of these current filaments is a common feature, detailed
measurements of the two-dimensional (2D) structure in
the plane perpendicular to the confining field are missing,
thus preventing a fuller understanding of the origin of the
current itself. Furthermore, to date, the importance of
parallel currents on blob propagation is only indirectly in-
ferred by comparing experimental blob size-versus-speed
scalings [7, 8] with theory predictions [9].

In this Letter, we report on first two-dimensional mea-
surements of the parallel current density associated with
radially propagating blobs in the open field line geome-
try of a simple magnetized toroidal plasma. The experi-
ments are performed on the TORPEX device [10]. Blobs
are generated from ideal interchange waves [11] and are
propelled by the effective gravity force associated with
∇B and magnetic field curvature causing charge sepa-
ration, polarizing the blob and a corresponding radially
outwards E×B drift [7, 12]. Blobs propagate in a region
where both of their ends are connected to a conducting
limiter, where a plasma sheath is formed. Time-resolved
2D profiles of parallel current density to the limiter are

obtained using data from a single-sided Langmuir probe
(LP) and from a specially designed current probe, based
on an array of magnetic pick-up coils, which are condi-
tionally sampled over many blob events. A dipolar struc-
ture of the parallel current density is revealed, which orig-
inates from blob-induced charge separation. This dipolar
structure is consistent with sheath boundary conditions
and is strongly asymmetric, resulting in a net current to
the limiter. Furthermore, by using these internal mea-
surements, we directly demonstrate the existence of two
regimes, in which parallel currents to the sheath do or do
not significantly damp charge separation, and thus blob
radial velocity, as concluded in Ref. [7] from a compar-
ison of experimental measurements with a blob speed-
versus-size scaling law, predicted by theory.

TORPEX (major radiusR = 1 m, minor radius a = 0.2
m) plasmas are produced and sustained by microwaves
(PEC ≈ 400 W) in the electron cyclotron range of
frequencies [13]. A vertical magnetic field Bz = 1.6
mT is imposed on a toroidal field of Bt = 76 mT,
resulting in helicoidal magnetic field lines with a ∇B
and curvature, that terminate on the lower and upper
walls of the vessel. In this simple magnetized configu-
ration, ideal interchange modes with parallel, k∥ = 0,
and perpendicular, kz = 2π/∆, wave numbers domi-
nate over resistive interchange modes [14], provided that
2πNρscs/(0.3LvRγI) <∼ 1. Here, ρs = cs/Ωi, cs =√

Te/mi, Ωi = eB0/mi, γI ∼
√
2cs/

√
RLp is the ideal

interchange linear growth rate, N = Lv/∆ is the num-
ber of turns of a field line from top to bottom of the
device, ∆ = 2πRBz/Bt, Lv is the height of the vacuum
vessel and Lp is the electron pressure scale length. This
condition is satisfied here (ρs ∼ 4 mm, Lp ∼ 5 cm, and
N ≈ 3), and measurements [15] confirm that the present
plasmas fall in the regime dominated by an ideal inter-
change instability that develops around the position of
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FIG. 1: (a) Schematics (not to scale) of the setup with exam-
ples of magnetic field lines. The one in violet does ≈ 3 turns
before intercepting the vessel walls; the one in red lies in the
blob propagation region and intercepts the limiter plate af-
ter one turn. Either the single-sided LP or the current probe
(see picture in the inset with the relevant coordinate system)
is placed in front of the limiter. The eight-tip reference probe
is toroidally displaced by ≈ 3 m from the limiter. (b-e) 2D
profiles of ion saturation current from a 2D LP array, which
is toroidally spaced by ≈ 90 degrees from the limiter. An
example of blob is highlighted by the thick black line.

minimum Lp at r ≈ −3 cm.

Similarly to the scenario extensively studied in Refs.
[7, 11, 16], blobs form from radially extending positive
crests of the ideal interchange wave that are sheared off
by the E × B flow. The radial elongation of the wave
is attributed to a decrease in the radial pressure scale
length [11, 17]. A blob example is shown in Fig. 1, using
2D profiles of ion saturation current from a 2D LP array
[18]. The elongation of the wave crest is shown in Fig.
1(b), while the radial propagation of the newly formed
blob is clearly visible in Fig. 1(c-e). For the present
experiments, a steel limiter, schematically shown in Fig.
1(a), is inserted in the outer half of the cross section,
i.e. r > 0, where blobs propagate. This defines a region
where blobs are connected on both sides of the limiter and
have a nearly constant connection length L∥ = 2πR ≈ 6
m [7]. The near perpendicular incidence of magnetic field

lines to the limiter avoids complicating effects such as the
contribution of the electron diamagnetic current to the
blob parallel current, expected for small incidence angles
[19].

In situ measurements of the parallel current density
J∥ are a challenging task in thermonuclear oriented plas-
mas and various attempts have been done and are now
in progress [2, 4, 20]. Here, J∥ is measured using two dif-
ferent diagnostics: a single-sided LP, and a specially de-
signed current probe. The first probe consists of a tung-
sten plate (8 mm in diameter, collecting area A ≈ 50
mm2) with a single side exposed to the plasma. A
schematical view of this probe is shown in Fig. 1. The
plate is oriented perpendicularly to the magnetic field
lines and is kept at the limiter potential, such that the
current, I0, flowing to the limiter is now measured by
the probe. The current density is then computed as
J∥ = I0/A. The second probe consists of an L-shaped
array of 3 miniaturized three-axial pick up coils (3.5 cm
spaced, each with an effective area of 2.3×10−3 m2).
This arrangement is a simplified version of that used
in the Cluster satellite mission to measure magneto-
spheric currents [21], and allows direct measurements of
J = µ−1

0 ∇×B. The current probe is oriented such that
the (r, z) components of the magnetic field and their re-
spective gradients along r and z are measured and the
parallel current can be computed (see inset in Fig. 1).
The signals are digitized at 250 kHz.

Time-resolved 2D profiles of J∥ are obtained by per-
forming conditional sampling [22] over many blob events
of the data in a time window centered around the blob
detection. As schematically shown in Fig. 1, a multi-tip
probe (8 tips, 1.8 cm spacing in the z direction), located
at r = 7 cm and toroidally displaced by ≈ 3 m from the
limiter, is used as a reference probe. This measures ion
saturation signals, Iref , which are used to detect blobs

on the different tips, defined by the condition Ĩref ≥ 3σ,

where Ĩref = Iref − Iref is the fluctuating signal and σ
is its standard deviation over the whole discharge. Two
sets of measurements are performed, in which either the
single-sided LP or the current probe is positioned ≈ 3
cm in front of the limiter and is moved radially in be-
tween discharges, thus allowing reconstructing J∥ over a
section of the r−z poloidal plane. Furthermore, 2D pro-
files of electron density ne, temperature Te, and floating
potential Vfl are measured in the same poloidal plane
and in the bulk plasma at 1 m distance from the limiter,
by using conditionally sampled I-V characteristics of a
LP, which is moved between discharges. This technique
is described in detail in Ref. [23].

Figure 2 illustrates the results of the conditional sam-
pling of ≈ 3000 blobs over four identical, 1 s long plasma
discharges in hydrogen. At the blob detection time, the
conditionally sampled 2D current density in a r−z plane
located 3 cm in front of the limiter is shown from single-
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FIG. 2: 2D parallel current at the time of the blob detection
measured ∼ 3 cm in front of the limiter by (a) single-sided LP
and (b) current probe. Positive/negative currents correspond
to excess of ions/electrons collected by the limiter. (c) 2D
floating potential in the same plane together with iso-contours
of blob density in the bulk plasma (1 m away from the limiter).

sided LP data, Fig. 2(a) and from current probe data,
Fig. 2(b). The measurements from the two diagnostics
are in excellent agreement. In the same plane, the con-
ditionally sampled 2D structure of the floating potential
is shown in Fig. 2(c), together with the density blob
(shown by the black contours) as detected in the bulk
plasma, i.e. ≈ 1 m away from the limiter. The density
blob is mapped onto the first plane by taking into account
the vertical shift of the field line (≈ 2 cm) over the dis-
tance between the two planes. The electron density and
temperature at the center of the blob are respectively
ne ≈ 1.4 × 1016 m−3 and Te ≈ 2.5 eV. The floating po-
tential in Fig. 2(c) exhibits an almost perfectly symmet-
ric dipolar structure, centered around the density blob,
with |Vfl| ≈ 3 V at the positions of minimum and max-
imum values. Surprisingly, the current density dipolar
structure is not symmetric, with a larger level (J− ≈ −9
A/m−2 at the minimum) of current flowing out of the lim-
iter on the bottom of the blob than that (J+ ≈ 2 A/m−2

at the maximum) flowing into the limiter at the top of the
blob. To understand this asymmetry, we display in Fig.
3 the 2D parallel current density at the sheath entrance
as computed from (a) J∥ = Jsat[1 − exp(−eVfl/Te)]
[24], where Jsat = 0.5 × neecs is the ion saturation
current density, and (b) from the linearized expression
J∥ ≈ Jsat[eVfl/Te)]. The latter is often used as a clo-
sure scheme in theory and numerical simulations of SOL
dynamics under the assumption that |eVfl/Te| ≪ 1 [25].
While the exact expression in Fig. 3 (a) is in excellent
agreement with Fig. 2 (a-b), displaying an asymmetric
dipolar structure, the linearized version in Fig. 3 (b) is al-
most perfectly symmetric. This is due to the assumption
|eVfl/Te| ≪ 1, which is not satisfied here (|eVfl/Te| ≈ 1),
such that the linearized expression leads to large errors in
the J∥ estimate. The asymmetry of the dipolar current
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FIG. 3: Parallel current density (a) from sheath boundary
condition J∥ = Jsat[1 − exp(−eVfl/Te)], and (b) from the
linearized expression J∥ ≈ Jsat[eVfl/Te)].

density can be quantified by the ratio α = |J−/J+| =
|[1−exp(−eV min

fl /Te)]/[1−exp(−eV max
fl /Te)]|, where J+

and J− are the peak current densities in the positive and
negative lobes respectively. For |eVfl/Te| ≈ 1, we obtain
|J−/J+| ≈ 2.7, thus resulting in a net current to the
limiter, which is carried by the electrons and exceeds in
absolute value the ion saturation current.

Next, we address the key question of the role of the
parallel current in damping charge separation, and thus
in determining the blob radial speed. In TORPEX, it
was recently demonstrated that a statistical blob speed-
versus-size scaling law, obtained by varying the ion mass,
is consistent with the existence of two regimes, in which
the blob speed is either limited by parallel current to the
sheath or by ion polarization current [7]. Here, these two
regimes, obtained for hydrogen and helium plasmas re-
spectively, are investigated with internal measurements.

Using a simple 2D model for the blob (i.e. k∥ = 0)
[25, 26], neglecting ion temperature (Ti ≪ Te for TOR-
PEX plasmas), and integrating ∇ · J = 0 along the mag-
netic field, we obtain the parallel current to the sheath
required, in the absence of other closure paths for the
current, to completely damp the charge separation,

J∥|sheath = −
L∥

RB

∂(neTe)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
L/2

. (1)

The r.h.s. of Eq. (1) represents the drive for blob motion
and is evaluated on a vertical cut across the density blob
center from LP measurements in the bulk plasma (1m
away from the limiter) for hydrogen and helium blobs.
The profiles are compared in Fig. 4 with the experi-
mental profiles of the current density to the sheath. For
hydrogen, Fig. 4(a), the profiles are of the same order
of magnitude and agree within the errorbars for z < 0.
This is not the case for helium, Fig. 4(b), where the
current density profile represents only a small fraction of
the drive. We therefore conclude that parallel currents
to the sheath damp a significant fraction of the charge
separation in hydrogen, but not in helium, where other
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FIG. 4: Comparison of the measured parallel current density
to the sheath (solid line) with the profile from Eq. (1) (dotted
line) reveals that the former is effective in damping charge
separation in hydrogen (a) but not in helium (b) blobs.

closure mechanisms, such as ion polarization current and
ion current due to neutral friction, must be effective, in
agreement with previous results [7].

The importance of the present results, in particular
for fusion, is further amplified by similarities between
blobs and ELM filaments, which suggest that the same
mechanism is underlying the behavior of ELM filamen-
tary substructures and blobs [27]. Recent measurements
show the existence of parallel currents associated with
filaments during ELMs [4], which result in large net cur-
rents to divertor plates [28]. These currents strongly per-
turb magnetic probe data, thus affecting machine opera-
tion, and may cause important changes in the magnetic
field topology [29]. The origin and detailed spatial struc-
ture of these currents (monopolar [3, 30] versus dipolar
[31] ) are a matter of debate. It is therefore interesting
for ELM filaments to discuss the importance of the par-
allel current caused by the polarization of the filament
and its asymmetric structure. An estimate of the net fil-
ament current (assuming a circular filament of radius r)
is given by I ≈ (α−1)J+×r2π, where the exact value of
α (in our case α ≈ 2.7) depends upon the ratio eVfl/Te.
In the SOL of tokamaks, typical filament parameters are
cs ∼ 30− 60 km/s, ne ∼ 1− 3× 1019 m−3 and r ∼ 1− 3
cm. Net currents in the range ≈ 50−500 A should, thus,
be expected, which are of the order of experimentally
measured filament currents [32].

In summary, we presented first experimental 2D mea-
surements of profiles of parallel current associated with
plasma blobs in a simple, magnetized toroidal device. 2D
dipolar structures of both floating potential and current
density are measured. While the floating potential is al-
most a perfectly symmetric dipole, this is not the case
for the current density, which exhibits a stronger lobe on
the side dominated by electron currents. This is due to
the non-linear dependence of the total current upon the
floating potential. The relevance of the parallel current
density asymmetry to ELM filaments was also discussed.
Using internal measurements, we showed the existence
of two regimes for blob propagation, obtained for hydro-
gen and helium plasmas, in which parallel current to the

sheath respectively do or do not efficiently damp the ∇B
and curvature induced polarization of the blob.
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